
SOFT POROUS PEG
(Insert when venting 

cask)

HARD NON 
POROUS PEG
(Insert following 
fermentation, 
when cask is on 
sale or when 
cleaning cellar)

TUTSHIVE

VENTING TOOL

CASK TAP

HOP STRAINER
(or top hat)

KEYSTONE

CHIMBS OR RIMS

ROLLING 
RINGS

EMPTY 
CASK
CORK

STILLAGING
When possible, you should stillage 
casks on the day of delivery.  
This involves storing the cask 
horizontally (shive at  the top, 
keystone at the bottom) to prevent  
any movement. This will allow  
the finings and yeast to settle.  
Below are tips on Traditional 
extraction and Vertical extraction.

CONNECTING
Before connecting a cask for sale, examine the 
beer for clarity, aroma, taste and temperature 
(CATT). If it’s not ready, don’t connect it! 

TRADITIONAL VERTICAL
It is advisable to flush lines with 

clean cold water when changing to 
a new cask to help maintain a high 

quality of cask

Remove blanking cap from condi-
tioning tap, insert the flexible tube 
with float attached and lock into 

place.

When connecting the cask tap to the 
beer line use a clean hop strainer 

between the line and the tap

Attach clean line to conditioning tap 
ensuring washer is in place

Remove the hard peg from the cask 
and open the cask tap slowly to 

equalise the pressure in both cask 
and line

Open vent valve and draw beer 
through line to take a sample  

at the bar

SALE PERIOD
During sale, remove the hard peg from the 
shive to allow air to enter the cask as beer is 
dispensed. At the end of service, always ensure 
to insert a new hard peg and close the cask at 
the tap. This will prevent the beer going flat and 
any loss of product. When the cask reaches a 
level of half to two thirds full, the cask can be 
tilted to achieve maximum yield. Either lower 
the front or raise the back of the cask as per 
your stillaging system. There should be a 
difference of 8cm/3inches between the front 
and the back. A cask should not be on sale for 
longer than 72 hours following tapping.

VENTING/PEGGING
Venting should also take place on the day of delivery, 2-6 hours after placing in final resting place.
• Clean the shive and tut with fresh water using a stiff bristle brush
• Knock the tut through the shive with the venting tool 
• Insert a soft peg into the shive (finger tight only) – For Vertical open Vent Valve to start venting  

(Make sure to keep venting while beer is working and keep an eye on the soft pegs, making sure they are fresh)
• When strong fermentation is over, remove the soft peg and gently tap in a hard peg until required for sale –  

For Vertical, close the vent valve when beer has finished working
• Use all pegs ONLY ONCE and dispose of after use

THE CASK ALE KIT

TAPPING
Casks should be tapped 12-24 hours before sale. 
To tap: 
• Scrub the keystone with fresh water using  

a stiff bristle brush 
• Select a clean and sterile cask tap and  

open it slightly 
• Take the hard peg out of shive and dispose 
• Knock the tap in carefully and firmly,  

then allow time to settle 
• Close the tap and insert another hard peg

Beer quality is critical to the cask ale drinker and your focus 
should be on providing a consistently high quality pint of Hobgoblin

HANDLING A CASK
The condition of a cask beer at the time of sale will depend on the way it is handled in the cellar.  
To ensure a top tipple, follow these guidelines.

The World’s best IPA. Pale golden with orange glints, this 
beer is forged from the finest British hops and varieties 
gathered from the far-flung shores of the Pacific. Prepare 
for an intense tropical explosion of zesty oranges, 
grapefruit, honey and juicy bitterness.

Key descriptors: Juicy, Zesty, Complex fruit note, Grapefruit.

Food pairings: Spicy indian curry, Hot wings, Herby 
sausages and mash.

Dark ruby with a distinctive sweet caramel and fruity 
aromas. Brewed with smooth and rich Chocolate and Crystal 
malts & a blend of Fuggles and Styrian Golding Hops for a 
delicious full bodied toffee flavour and a fruity finish of figs, 
raisins and banana. Legendary. 

Key descriptors: Malty, Toffee, Chocolate, Dried fruits.

Food pairings: Red meat, Pie and Mash, Hearty Stew, Roasts, 
Nuts, Char-grilled vegetables.

The combination of four hop varieties infused with malted 
barley and a touch of wheat give this easy drinking golden 
beer tropical aromas of citrus and passion fruit. A biscuit 
malt base gives way to heaps of fresh lemon and lime zest. 
A hop kick riot of rascally refreshment.

Key descriptors: Refreshing citrus, Passion fruit 
Tropical fruits.

Food pairings: Grilled lemon sole in garlic mayo, squid or 
octopus, fried or breaded fish.




